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TRANSMISSION much higher E.M.F.'s m ay be used, and connections found to be 3'46 henries, the necessary condenser com·
and disconnections made almost without spark at the pensation depending solely on the speed of transmisBY MEANS OF ALTERNATORS.
sion (or wave·frequency) and the arrangement of the
brush contacts.
ALTHOUGH, at the present day, high speed transThe speed of the transmitting wheel with res ect to receiver coils, and in no instance having any direct or
mission is much more limited in its application than at the generator shaft is immatprial. the essentia being' complicated relation to the line capacity.
On an artificial cable, pqual to about 200 miles of ordi
an earlier pel'iod in the history of telegraphy, owing to that its cil'cumference should contain an integer nUIIlthe commercial aspects of the question having been bel' of times the arc which a point fixed with respect to nal'y submarine cable, where condenser compensation
unavoidably altered, attempts have been made from the field would describe on such circumference during is used at both ends, the increase of wa\'e speed ob
time to time to produce improvements in this direc- one �emi·period of current.
tained by the synchronograph was only 50 per cent.,
tion; but until lately the adllJirable system invented
Coulplete control of every semi-cycle of current thus instead of 190 per cent., as in the case of open wires. It
bv the late Sir Gllarles Wheatstone, and considerablv permits the maximum speed of translIlission of signals would therefore appear that with further experiment
i1ilproved by the British Post Office Telegraph Ad- with a given frequency, If t,he transmitter does not SOllie line compensation might be found to be necessary
ministration, has been the best available method of act in synchronism with the generator, the" make" for cable wOI·king.
and" break" of the circuit occurs when the cUl"I'ent is
The experilllents show that wbel'e the capacity of the
automatic high speed signaling.
The speed aL which a series of waves can be passed not natUl'ally zero,and considerable interference results; line is not great, as in the case of aerial Iines, the trans
over a given line depends primal"ily and inversely upon care is, therefore, taken to insure that the" slip" ad- mission of the cUl'I"ent in sine waves produces the best
the product of the total resistance into the total ca- w its of the line connections being wade at the proper results, and leaves the factor of the inductance of the
pacity, the form of the wave having a considerable in- tillles only.
receiving instrument to be dealt with separately, and
fluence on the speed where any lIIeasurable capacity is
Although the received signals were originally intend- consequentlr in a more exact manner.
ed by Messrs. Squier and Crehore to be recorded on
The prinCIpal difficulty in the application of the syspresent,
In the ordinary Wheatstone autolllatic fast,peed sys- chemically prepared. paper, they have also devised a telll is the necessity for the use of a new code of signals,
tem of telegraphy, the letters are formed by wa\'es of very ingenious massless receiver, although at present or a reduction in the speed value to admit of con
different duration, a dot being produced by a short it is not in a practical form. It is based on the well formity wit.h existing codes.
The existing 'Vheatstone
wave, a dash by a longer one. This renders it neces- know!: discovery of Faraday that a beam of polarized automatic instrul1wnts are also light, portable, and
sary to charge the line longer for a dash than for a light llIay be rotated by means of a magnetic field, the adapted for use in outlying districts at short notice,
dot, which is a grave defect in fast speed working; direction of rotation of the ray being the salue as the where the synchronograph would probably be found
but the condenser compensation, introduced and em- direction of the cunent producing the fi€'ld ; the rotary to be less snitablp.
The perforator at present in use
ployed by the British Post Office, practically doubles power depends upon the intensity of the lllagnetic for the preparation of the transmitting" slip" has also,
the speed at.tainable on any giveu line by, in sume field, and the total amount of rotation upon the length by a process of evolution, become extremely conve
III€'asure, equalizing the line charges. That is to say, of the rotal"y medium in Which this magnetic field ex- n ient and equally suitable for hand working in confined
spaces or where power is available.
the condensel' used is always of a. capacity which ad- ists and through which the ray passes.
'fhe method adopted is to pass a beam of light
A suitable an(1 easily manipulated perforator for the
llIits of a full chal'ge dUl'ing the time interval of a dot,
and a cunent of the duration of a dash does not give through a Nirol's prism, thence through a long tube synchronograph has yet to be devised. Messrs. Sqrlier
the condenser any higher charge. Indeed, condenser with plane glass ends containing liquid carbon bisulph- and Crehore, however, deserve great credit for the
compen�ation has such a beneficial effect, that the de- ide, and afterward through a second Nicol's prism. discovery, with limited means of experiment, of an
fect of unequal impulses is almost overcome, inasmllch The ray of light is received on a sCl'een having a sensi- improved and promising system of high speed trans
as the increase of speed obtained by this arrangement tized surface, which is carried forward at a uniform mission. -N ature.
and equal impulses is only five per cent. greater t�an speed; a long. coil i� wound ro�nd the �ube c�ntaining
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that obtained with currents of unequal duratIOn. the carbon blsulphlde, the prIsms bemg adJusted so
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Again, although the signals be made equal in
OF VISIBLE DEPTH,
system, another difficulty presents itself; that is, the is flowing through the coil, the source of light being an
waves that are sent through the line are the results of arc lamp.
. M. STRATTON, University of California.
The passage of a current rotates the polarized ray Hy Prof. G
the sudden applications of the full E. M. F. used (in
practice. 100 volts), and consequently a reversal means within the tube, and the light then falls on the sensiIN the COUl'se of an interest.ing review of recent work
a sudden change of 200 volts, i. e., from 100 volts posi- tized screen, and is thel'eby recorded.
on the visual perception of depth,* M. Bourdon comes
t.ive to 100 volts negative.
The form of the current
As neithel' of these methods of reception is suitable to the question why the heavens seem the particular
wave with such a system depends almost entirely on for everyday use, the British Post Office undertook, distance above us that they do. In substantial agree
It is easy to pro- in conjunction with the inventors, a series of valuable llIent with Lipps, he explains the llIatter as arising
the nature and form of the circuit.
duce correspondingly sudden and coruplete changes in and interesting experiments over the departmental from the limitations of binocular vision.
There is a
the current when the circuit possesses only resistance, lines under more practical conditions. The existing limit beyond w hich all objects appear equally distant,
but when capacity, etc .. is pr.esent, the form of CUl'rent departmental records of capacity, resistance, and mile- so far as imillediate stereoscopic appreciation of their
wa\'e is vastly different to the impressed E.M.F. wave ; age, compiled for the whole country, proved invalua- positions is conc"lrned ; so that the stars cannot be di
The actual current ble by supplying exact data for each of the experi- rectly felt as farther than the maximal range of binoc
for example, take the letter .. A."
Cllrve on a land line without condenser compensation ments p€'rformed, and enabled reliable tables and ular effectiveness. This maximum, therefore, what 
is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 represents the effect of curves to be constructed. The experiments consisted ever it llIay be, fixes for us the distance of the vault
of deter'ruinations of the highE'st limits of speed for the overhead. Taking an angle of 60' as the threshold fOl'
shunted condenser cOlllpensatioll.
WhE'atstone automatie, as well as the synchronograph the perception of spatial differences in the visual field
system on various lines, the fullowing combinations be- and 65 lIUlI. as the average interocular distance, he
ing specially compared:
computes the range to be about 220 meters, and bel. Ordinarv 'Vheatstone alltomatic with condenser lieves that this agrees fairly well with the apparent disz...o line __
compensation as is used at present..
tance of the sky.
2. The synchronograph sine wave transmission sysBy a similar computation, after experiments in distelll with chemical receivers.
crilllinating the distances of objects less t.han a meter
3. A combination of the synchronograph sine wave from the eye, Hehuholtzt gives "240 meters or more,"
transmission with Wheatstone receivers.
as an estimate of the extreme distance at which an ob·
The alternator used for these experiments consisted ject might still appeal' in stereoscopic relief against a
Zeroline _____
practically of several separate altematol's on one shaft. background infinitely remote.
'I'hese numbers were doubtless intended only as
each being independent of the remainder, and so COllFIG. :2.
structed that, with the same speed of revolution, differ- rough approximations of the actual limit. But a more
ent frequencies or wave speeds could be obtained, direct examination of the fact inclines me to believe
transformers being used in those cases where it was that they can hard ly be accepted even in this spirit,
Prof. A. C. Crehore, of Dal·tlllouth College, U. S. A.
and that, the method by which they were made must
in conjunction with Lieut. G. O. Squier, of the United desirable to maintain the E.M.F. unaltered.
Careful estimations were made not. only of the force in some way be open to objection.:):
States Artillery, have, however, been led t.o make some
which
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The problem, It seems to me, can be attacked by
expel'iments with alternators, and have suggest.ed a employed,
mod� of high speed . signaling w bich, although pre ordinarily used on Wheatstone circuits, but also of the means of the pseudoscope, and perhaps most conve
words
per
speed,
and
its
equivalent
value
in
..
wave
n
iently
and successfully when in the fonn shown dia
sentmg some lIIechamcal dlfficultle;,;, has receur./v been
I grammatically in the accompanyillg figures. A box
t.ried lJy the inventurs of the Post Office teleg"l"aph linf!s minute" in flach case.
On a line from LOlldoll to York and back, mainly provided with two eye holes (near Land R in Fig. 1) is
in England, under the direction of MI', Prepce' and
composed of copper, having It total mileage of 431��,
found to produce It distinct increase of speed.
Fig. 3 shows an ordinary sine wave as produced b v and a K. R. equal to 33,000, It speed of 540 words per
:111 alterllator, and i t i s this form o f wave that Messrs. minute was attained with \Vheatstone receiver and
Crehore·Squier translll itter (synchronograph), although
t,he maxilllum lilllit was not reached. The speed ob
Zero lin. __
tainable with this K.R. being only 360 when ordinary
Wheatstone automatie was used.
From London to Aberdeen and back, with a total
_ _ _ _ __ _
llIileage of 1097� and a K.R. of 261,000, a speed of 135
,
,
words per minute was obtained by the Crehore·Squier
Squier and Crehore use in their so-called" synchrollo \Vheatstone combination, as compared with 46 words
Lper min ute on the ordinary Wheatstone automatic
•
graph" system of fast speed telegraphy.
I
.
'flle signals lare :obtained. by t.he olllission of certain with the best compensating anangements.
These two cases are typical of the whole series of ob
complete cycles or sellli-cycles, the message being read
by llIeans of the blanks in the regular succession of re servations, wh ich enabled the comparative wave speeds
l
eUl"ded dots ; or signals can be recorded on chemically of the different systems to be estilllated as follows:
prepared paper.
FIG. l.-NORMAL PSEUDOSCOPIC VISION.
1
Wheatstone automatic alone . . . . ... .. ,." .
This systelll is to sOllie extent a synchronous one, with
Crehore·Squier transmission and Wheatthis great advantage over the llIany well known syn
2'0
stone receiver ... .. . , .. " .......... , , . "
chronous systems, that the synchronism is not required
open on the side opposite these holes. In the box are
CI·ehore·Squier transmission and chemical
between the transmitter at one end awi the reeeiver
two perpendicular mirrors (M and lY) inclined at a hor
receh'ing . . , ........... , ................ 2'0
at the other end of a Ii II t', but between the alterna
izontal angle of 45' to the line of sight. Each of these
tor and transmitter at the seuding end of the line.
mirrors is ri � idl y held in a slllall frame (for simplicity's
In the first two cases the number of waves necessary sake, not inaicated in the figure) which can be slipped
This is easily obtained by driving the transmitter from
the generator sbaft. The transmitter itself is exce.ed for each word is of course the same, but in the last to the right or left in the box aud, if need be, turned
ingly �illlple, and consists of a wheel the circumference nallIed case, where che mical receiving is employed, it slightly so as to vary the inclination of the mirrors. I n
of which is olle continuous conductor', presenting a further gain i s obtained b y using fewer waves for each a well eonstructed instrument t. h e entire movement of
smooth surface for the brushes to bear upon. If the word, making the word speed in the three cases bear; the minors would be delicately controlled by thumb
I screws. The minol', M, faces outward and to the right ;
periphery of this wheel be divided into forty equal the ratio 1. 2'9 and 7.
pans, and be geared to run at one·fourth the speed of
.
Chemical receiving is by no means so c«?nvenien� as : the mirrol', N. in ward and to the left.
e
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g
practIcal
the
most
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t.he arlllature 01 a ten-pole alternator, clearly oue of ordinary Wheatstone, and
It is apparent that when the mirrors are in the posi
or
peeds
not
hIgher
r.hp�e eC] ual parts will correspond to one semi-cycle of requil'ement at the present day is
s
f
tion shown ill Fig. 1, t.he left eye is in direct view of the
Kl\LB'. produced by the alteroat-ol·. Upon the sur short distances, but higher direct wurkillg speeds over scene along the line, LL', while the right eye receives
repeaters"
where
at
present
intermediate
"
flwe of the wheel bear two bmshes. carried by an ad long-lines
its light along the doub ly reflected line, RR', s o that its
Oue brush is joined to the al'e necessary,
j ustable brush-holder.
view of the scene is practically frolll a point to the left
It is sat.isfactory to note that the maxil.uu.m w�ve of the left eye.
generator and the other to the line, so that. the cur
The relative point.s uf view of the two
rent entering one brush from the generator passes speed attainable by synchronograph tranSllllSSlOn WIth eyes are thus interchanged and a vivid pseudoscopic
across the transmitting wheel to the other brush, and !he chemical receiver or with. th� Wheatstone receiv�r effect results.
\Vith a little care in adjustment the dis
·thence out to the line.
IS exactly the same on any CirCUit where the speed IS t tance between R' and L' can be made equal to the in·
.
Now, if a piecp of paper in of the circumference of limited by the line itself and not by the receiving ap- teroclliar dbtance, and the difference in parallax fOI"
the wh€'el be fixed tlwreon in such a position as to pass paratus.
different objects remains the same as in normal vision.
under one of the brll"he�, one semi-cycle or half wave
On the W'heatstone system shunted condensers are But the inst.rument also permits a wider separation of
of current will be ollliUed ill every twenty complete necessary to compensate for two distinct effects-the the lines. R' and L'.�by can'ying the larger mirror farther
waves, and by means of a suitably prepared paper rib unequal duration of the signals and the inductance of to the left (as in Fig. 2),
This arrangement increases
bon, or .< slip," any cOlllbination of signals can in this the I·eceiver. Where the synchronograph transmission
* Les resultats des travaux re�cntsur la perception vlsuelle de la profonsimple manner be transmitted.
'I'he brushes are ad is employed 011 short cables or open lines, no line COllljusted so that the periods of disconnection and con pensation is required, !lnd a fixed condenser can be dellr. L :ann e PBYChol.ogllllle, IV, 390.
"
t PhY�lOloglsche Ophk, 2d ed., pp. 790, ,�1.
nection coincide with the zero points of E.M. F.
The shunted across the receIver coils so as to compensate
:t Prof. Le Conte, in putting the limIt at" perhaps a ql1arte� of a mile"
receiver for any given speed.
the
of
transmittel' may. however, have only one brush Joined for the inductance
.
.
' ductance 0f the '(Slght,."M ed.. p. 163), COmes nearer the mark, although I believe tbat tillS,
to line, and the wheel itself may be made the connec In connectIOn Wi·tll thOlS questIon th e 10
(too, Issbort of tbe true figure. IIc does notsta!e tbe methud by wbieb be
.
. tion to the generatol". With this mode of signaling Post Office receiVer was carefully verIfied, and was, reacbed bis.result .
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